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Significants                                               Poet r y  Awa rd
L i s a  An d er s on
Rancid smoke lingers
    while his cigarette fumes
from the yellowed-butt,
    passing one-hand-to-another
where Stevie Nicks rattles the airs
    in the overbearing dimness,
only crackles and slits bear light
    to physiques, in this small, warm room
    words are seldom spoken
from my mind,
    so much stretched
out of its limits,
    and so little turns-
    not enough, to trust
his touch, or more
force from his body
    hardened within me
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I’ll ravish anything ,
    not to miss something
    ravishing enough
        like you-
    in your way of coming
        and illuminating
    with lucid touches,
        these spark our universe a fire
      where this match
      appears to be significant 
enough-
      for us.
